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Scholar warns of FBI reliance on informants
By MARK ZABORNEY
BLADE STAFF WRITER

A legal scholar warned yesterday that the use of government
informants in terrorism-related
cases could backfire.
An FBI informant was key
to the case against the three
Toledo-area men convicted yesterday in U.S. District Court of
terror-related acts.
“What we want to avoid is
overusing informants and avoid
using them in a way that intrudes in people’s lives,” said David A. Harris, a law professor at
the University of Pittsburgh who
formerly taught at the University
of Toledo law school.
A consequence is that Muslim communities will begin to
distrust the government if they
assume informants are in every
mosque, bookstore, and charity.
“The
government
actu-

Plot

Trial shows operating within system can work, ACLU chief says
ally needs the cooperation of
the Muslim communities in our
country more than it needs almost any other asset,” Mr. Harris
said. “[Community members are]
going to understand when a person might actually pose a danger.
“If people in Middle Eastern
communities feel that all the
government is interested in is
making cases and there are informants everywhere, there is
a risk that people will not feel
free to come forward when they
know something,” Mr. Harris
said.
The Toledo case showed that
the use of informants by the government is not well-regulated or
controlled, Mr. Harris said.
“There’s not a requirement for
a warrant or that there be proba-

ble cause or even fact-based suspicion before the government
uses an informant,” he said.
“You have a tension: On the
one hand, the government
wants to get close to people they
consider suspicious and may
have no other way [to do so],”
Mr. Harris said. “On the other,
informants may go far enough
that it makes us uncomfortable
that they might be creating
crime themselves.”
Lawyers and other scholars
weighed in after the verdicts.
It’s hard to know whether
the trial and convictions offer larger lessons, said Daniel
Steinbock, associate dean for
academic affairs and Harold A.
Anderson, professor of law and
values at UT.

A TIMELINE OF THE CASE

The government did use a lot
of investigative resources and
may be emboldened to take
more cases to trial. Still, “criminal cases are fact-specific,” Mr.
Steinbock said.
“You have a particular set of
facts, and you have a particular
jury, and the combination of the
two produced this verdict,” he
said. “Each of these terrorism
cases stands or falls on its own
facts and its own presentation
and its own jury.”
Professor Steinbock saw no
relation between this trial and
the ruling Thursday by the U.S.
Supreme Court that those held
at Guantanamo Bay can challenge their imprisonment in
U.S. courts.
Jeffrey Gamso, Ohio legal

Twenty-eight months after they were indicted, three men were found
guilty on all counts yesterday.
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Amawi and El-Hindi also were
found guilty on two counts of
distributing information regarding explosives.
Judge James Carr said that
presentencing reports on the
defendants should be available
in 2½ to three months.
However, defense attorneys
said objections to government
sentencing enhancements could
push sentencing into the fall.
All the defendants are Muslim.
El-Hindi, 45, is a U.S. citizen
who was born in Jordan; Mazloum, 27, came to the United
States from Lebanon in 2000,
and Amawi, 28, who was born
in the United States, holds Jordanian citizenship.

Attorneys upset
The defendants showed little
emotion as the guilty verdicts
were announced.
But several of the defense attorneys appeared visibly upset,
some to the point that they were
struggling to fight back tears.
A handful of the men’s relatives were in the courtroom for
the verdicts.
A sister and aunt of Mazloum
comforted one another as they
wept in the courtroom after
he and his co-defendants were
taken away in handcuffs.
The trial, the first in northern
Ohio to address terrorist crimes,
began April 1 with opening statements, and followed with Darren
Griffin — the government’s key
witness and paid FBI informant
— taking the witness stand.
He was the first of 16 government witnesses.
A former U.S. Army soldier, he
testified that he passed himself
off as a convert to Islam with extremist views and blended into
the Toledo Muslim community.
The recordings and videos
that Mr. Griffin, 42, secretly
made of meetings and phone
calls with the defendants for
about two years beginning in
2004 became the nucleus of the
government’s case.
He recorded the defendants at
their homes, when they ate together, and when they practiced
shooting at a gun range.

Taped conversations
Prosecutors played more than
30 hours of the 300 hours of
taped conversations provided by
Mr. Griffin. He was paid $350,000
by the government for his work.
Jurors were shown videos

El-Hindi

Amawi

Feb., 2005 —
Three men —
Mohammad
Amawi,
Marwan
El-Hindi, and
Wassim
Mazloum —
meet for the
first time.

Informant Darren
Griffin leaves the
courtroom after
testimony.

Mazloum

Feb. 21, 2006 — U.S.
Attorney General Alberto
Gonzales announces the
indictment of three men:
Amawi, 26, of 4 Chelmsley
Ct.; El-Hindi, 42, of 3524
Mayo St., and Mazloum, 24,
of 5526 Grey Drive, Sylvania.
They face a total of five
charges related to the
planning of attacks on U.S.
military personnel in Iraq.

U.S. Attorney General Alberto
Gonzales announces the
indictment.

March 18
— Nine men
and nine
women are
selected for
a jury of 12
with six
alternates.

director for the American Civil
Liberties Union, did.
“This proves, frankly, that
operating within our ordinary
criminal justice system, the government is perfectly capable of
bringing to justice — one hopes
— those people who are charged
with wanting to do great damage,” Mr. Gamso said.
“That’s no small thing to say.
We don’t really need all the secret, fancy stuff. The ordinary
system is up to the job.”
In these cases, “you hope
that it was a fair trial and you
hope that the jury got it right,
but especially in a case like this.
You have to hope that [it was a
fair trial] because the power the
government brings to bear in
these cases is just enormous,”

April 2 —
A paid government
informant, Darren
Griffin, known as
“The Trainer,”
begins his
testimony against
the three men.

May 2 — Mr.
Griffin testifies that
the videos
downloaded by the
defendants held
training value
because they
showed how to
place and detonate
roadside bombs,
for example.

May 14 —
Amawi’s attorney
testifies that his
client never built
or created any
materials related
to the
manufacture and
use of poisons,
explosives, and
surveillance
techniques
despite
hundreds of files
found on his
computer drives
and discs that
revealed dozens
of such
downloaded
manuals.

June 10 — Defense
attorneys say in
their closing
arguments that any
training desired by
the defendants was
not for future
terrorist activities,
but only intended to
protect themselves
and their families.
Justice Department
attorney Gregg
Sofer disputes
those claims and
argues the men
wanted to go
overseas to kill
American soldiers.
The case is turned
over to the jury.
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Aug., 2005 —
Amawi travels
to Jordan.
Federal
prosecutors
later argue this
was to further
the creation of
a terrorist cell,
but his defense
attorneys
argue it was a
chance for him
to see his
family.

Sept. 18, 2007
— Attorneys for
the three men say
national security
restrictions were
causing problems
for their defense.
Justice
Department
attorneys say
they were
balancing national
security with the
rights of the
individuals.

April 1 — The trial begins.

A U.S. Marshal with dog
conducts a security
check around the
courthouse in Toledo.

April 10 — Jurors listen
to two hours of taped
conversation leading up to
a meeting that
government prosecutors
say was the first
encounter of the three
men. Among the
conversations played was
one between El-Hindi and
Mr. Griffin where the two
were attempting to
download and save
Islamic extremist videos
from the Internet.

May 13 — FBI
Special Agent
Charles Holloway
testifies that in his
initial interview
with members of
the area’s Joint
Terrorism Task
Force, El-Hindi
denies recruiting,
training, or
planning for
violent jihad
overseas.

May 23 —
Several
witnesses testify
that Mazloum
told family and
friends he
learned to shoot
a gun both for
fun and to
defend himself if
he returned to
his war-torn
homeland of
Lebanon.

June 13
— Jurors
return
guilty
verdicts
on all
charges.
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that the men had of gruesome
beheadings, U.S. Marines killing Iraqis, tanks being blown up,
and a Marine being killed at a
checkpoint in Iraq.
Patrick Rowan, acting assistant
attorney general for national security in Washington, released a
written statement regarding the
convictions.
“Today’s verdicts should send
a strong message to individuals
who would use this country as
a platform to plot attacks against
U.S. military personnel in Iraq
and elsewhere,” it said.
“This case also underscores
the need for continued vigilance
in identifying and dismantling
extremist plots that develop in
America’s heartland.”

Attorney Stephen Hartman, a plot orchestrated by what he
member of the El-Hindi defense described as an overzealous inteam, vowed to appeal the con- formant who milked the governvictions and said work would be- ment for money.
gin immediately on pleadings on
He said El-Hindi never would
his client’s behalf arguing
have gotten involved in
for a lenient sentence.
the plot if he had not met
“I am extremely disapMr. Griffin.
pointed with the verdicts.
“What made Marwan
We had a judge who
El-Hindi different from
worked very hard to asthe other two defendants
sure a fair trial. We had an
was that Griffin started
incredible, attentive jury.
working on him back in
I think they were the most
2002. But I don’t think
attentive jury that I have
the jury put a whole lot of
ever seen. They listened Hartman stock in what Griffin said.
very closely to all the eviThey paid very close atdence. They just disagreed with tention to the recordings. I think
our theory,” he said.
that is what was most important
Mr. Hartman argued at trial to them,” he said.
that El-Hindi got caught in a
“There were a certain number

of recordings that were important to the jurors that they listened to multiple times. That is
what they used to form the basis
of their decision. I don’t think a
lot of the other evidence mattered to them.”
The jury considered recorded
conversations of the defendants
as they viewed videos produced
by Islamic extremist groups,
planning sessions to train for
“jihad,” or holy war, and sniper
training, and step-by-step instructions on how to build and
detonate a suicide bomb vest.
Two Chicago-area cousins,
Khaleel Ahmed and Zubair
Ahmed, also are accused of taking part in the conspiracy to
“kill, kidnap, or maim” U.S. mili-
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Contact Mark Zaborney at:
mzaborney@theblade.com
or 419-724-6182.

tary troops and others overseas.
A trial in federal court in Toledo
is scheduled for next year.
Amawi and El-Hindi, the
father of seven, have been in
federal custody since February,
2006, when the indictment was
announced.
Mazloum, who was an engineering student at the University
of Toledo, was released last September on a $300,000 property
bond. He was taken into custody
again and sent to the federal
prison in Milan, Mich., with his
co-defendants.
Attorney Jeff Helmich said he
and Mazloum’s defense team
were deeply disappointed with
the verdicts and vowed to fight
for their client by keeping the
case in the courts on appeal.
“Mr. Mazloum continues to
maintain his innocence. We will
pursue every avenue of appeal,”
he said.
Judge Carr gave the defendants
until Sept. 15 to file appeals on
the convictions and gave federal
prosecutors until Oct. 15 to respond to the motions.

Trials pending
The most recent records from
the Department of Justice — as of
Nov. 15, 2007 — indicate that 527
defendants had been charged in
terrorism and terrorism-related
criminal cases arising from investigations conducted after the
attacks on the World Trade Center and Pentagon in 2001.
The cases resulted in 319
convictions, including 263 guilty
pleas, the department reported.
There were an additional 176
cases pending trial or awaiting
extradition as of November.
Amawi was indicted on an
additional count for making
threats while speaking with
others to kill or inflict bodily
harm against President Bush. A
trial on that charge has not been
scheduled.
Ed Bryan, a federal public
defender who was among the
attorneys representing Amawi,
said he believed jurors couldn’t
relate to the Islamic faith, culture, and politics of his client.
“I don’t think there [were]
any threats that he and the others would carry out. They never
talked about doing anything
specifically. There was never a
plan,” he said.
“I don’t think their thoughts
and opinions were any different
than that of those from the part
of the world they are from.”
Staff writer Kate Giammarise
contributed to this report.
Contact Mark Reiter at:
markreiter@theblade.com
or 734-241-3610.
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Hopefully, people
will keep [the case]
in perspective, and
it doesn’t become a
conviction of Muslims
and Arabs.
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lowed closely by some in Toledo’s
Muslim community.
“If they intended to harm
our nation, they should pay the
price,” said Yehia “John” Shousher, 79, a long-time Toledo resident whose father helped create
the city’s first mosque. “The law
should take its course.”
He said it is important for
Toledoans to know that the
charges leveled against the men
do not reflect the Muslim community.
“Unfortunately, right away, if
it happened to be a Muslim person, they say ‘Islamic terrorist,’ ”
Mr. Shousher said.
“If they rob a bank, they don’t
say he’s a Christian robber ...
If you have an Islamic name,
an Arabic heritage, they think
we approve. But that’s not the
truth.”
Ms. Kadri, who watched the
trial’s closing arguments, said
she didn’t believe the jury was
influenced by anti-Muslim bias
or by the anger provoked by the
Sept. 11, 2001, terrorist attacks
on the United States.
“I would hope that a jury is
impartial,” Ms. Kadri said. “I
would think that would be the
case, and they would uphold
their oath. Most jurors take it
pretty seriously.”

Mr. Gamso said.
Harland Britz, a retired lawyer
who is a former assistant U.S.
attorney and a former general
counsel of the ACLU in northwest Ohio, called the convictions “a success story” for the
government.
But these convictions alone
won’t spur the government to
step up prosecutions or to bring
more cases to trial.
“I would guess there are other
things in the pipeline,” Mr. Britz
said. “These don’t come to the
surface all of a sudden. They
have a long gestation, like an
elephant.”
He added: “Decisions are
made at the highest level whether to go ahead. When they get a
hit, they’re more encouraged.”

’

Cherrefe Kadri,
former president of the Islamic
Center of Greater Toledo
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Cherrefe Kadri of Oregon says
she remembers when the indictments were announced in
2006 on live television.
She said she remembers when
the indictments were handed up
in 2006, and then-U.S. Attorney
General Alberto Gonzales’ announcement was broadcast live
on TV.
“By the government making that a live announcement
at the time, they considered it
an important indictment,” Ms.
Kadri said.
“I would imagine this is a
pretty important conviction for
them, because it was a pretty
important case.”
Muslim religious leaders said
the legal process must be re-
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“Unfortunately, right away, if it happened to be a Muslim person, they say ‘Islamic terrorist,’ ”
says John Shousher, a Toledo resident whose father helped to form the city’s first mosque.
spected.
“If they are guilty, they are
guilty,” said Imam Farooq Aboelzahab, of the Islamic Center of
Greater Toledo. “No one is above
the law.”
Imam Achmat Salie, who lives
near Detroit but has served as
imam at Toledo’s Masjid Saad,

agreed.
“It’s just very sad,” Mr. Salie
said.
“If it has been proven beyond
a reasonable doubt, it’s unfortunate that there are criminal
elements in the Muslim community. Islam does not condone any
type of violence.”

But not everyone was ready to
accept the jury’s verdict.
“The whole idea of having
these people come to trial was
based on circumstantial evidence,” said Fatima Al-Hayani,
a former instructor of Middle
Eastern studies at the University
of Toledo.

Ms. Al-Hayani said the case
was built too much on statements of intent the defendants
made to a government informant, rather than proven actions.
“Intent is not action,” she said.
“We all say things that we don’t
mean. Whether they intended to
do it or not, to be found guilty
on intent alone — I don’t think
that’s justice.”
She said she thought the jurors may have been influenced
by anger toward Muslims in the
post-9/11 age.
“I do believe that the atmosphere is bad, definitely for Muslims and Arabs,” Ms. Al-Hayani
said.
“It’s not conducive for a fair
and just trial. There’s no doubt
in my mind that they were influenced by that, too.”
Contact Alex M. Parker at:
aparker@theblade.com
or 419-724-6107.
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